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PROVING PROPERTIES OF 
COMMITTED CHOICE LOGIC PROGRAMS 

LEE NAISH 

D PROLOG and its variants are based on SLD resolution, which uses “don’t 
know” nondeterminism to explore the search space. Don’t care (or commit- 
ted choice) nondeterminism can be introduced by operations such as 
commit. in Concurrent PROLOG and cut in sequential PROLOG. This 
prevents the whole SLD tree from being examined. The effect on complete- 
ness of programs is of major importance. This paper presents a theoretical 
model of guarded clauses, which exhibits don’t know nondeterminism and 
also has a guard construct like many parallel PROLOGs. Next, we investi- 
gate proving properties concerning success and finite failure of guarded 
clause programs with restricted input-output modes. We present method- 
ologies for proving completeness and weaker properties, which we call 
semicompleteness and failure soundness. 

1. BACKGROUND 

Many fundamental algorithms of computer science use the idea of don’t care 
nondeterminism (also called committed choice nondeterminism and indeterminism). 
Operations such as selecting a node in a graph or an element of a set are very 
common. Often it does not matter which node or element is chosen. Most logic 
programming languages are based on don’t know nondeterminism. Operations such 
as selecting a node are retried on backtracking, resulting in all nodes being 
considered eventually. This gives very useful theoretical results concerning sound- 
ness and completeness, and results in reversible programs, but obviously makes the 
naive translation of the standard algorithms extremely inefficient. 

There are two main ways in which this inefficiency is avoided. The first is to 
impose an ordering on all the data. Rather than any element (say) being selected, 
the smallest element is selected. This eliminates the nondeterminism. However, there 
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is sometimes a price to pay, since it restricts the kinds of data structures that can be 
used efficiently. It means, for example, that lists are used rather than sets. 

The second way nondeterminism is eliminated is by using extralogical primitives 
added to the language. Unfortunately, these additions destroy the completeness of 
the execution mechanism, and also the soundness if negation as failure is used. Cut 
(or slash) may be used in PROLOG, and commit or trust must be used in many 
parallel logic programming languages, eliminating don’t know nondeterminism. The 
main reason for this is the difficulty of combining (stream) AND parallelism with 
don’t know nondeterminism. Some other system predicates may also introduce 
incompleteness. In this paper, we just consider a commit operator, similar to those 
in many proposed parallel languages. We hope to give a more comprehensive 
account of primitives for don’t care nondeterminism in the future. 

There are two aims of this paper. The first is to provide a theoretical model of a 
logic programming language with don’t care nondeterminism in the form of a guard 
construct. Our model is reasonably general, allowing the nondeterminism of 
PROLOG also. The language design reflects theoretical, rather than practical 
considerations. Models of languages which are hoped to be practical, such as that 
described in [12], tend to be more complex and probably less useful too. At this 
early stage, there is no obviously best direction for the development of these 
languages. A theoretical model should produce greater understanding and suggest 
what directions are likely to be profitable. Sections 2 through 5 present our model 
language, Guarded Clauses, and give inductive definitions of success and finite 
failure. 

The second aim is to introduce the notion of proving properties of these 
programs. For our results to be useful, we need to restrict the input-output modes of 
the predicates. The properties considered are completeness, semicompleteness (at 
least one answer is found if any exist), and failure soundness (the call will not 
finitely fail if answers exist). Section 6 presents methodologies for proving these 
properties, based on the definitions of the success and finite failure sets given 
previously. 

2. GUARDED CLAUSES 

A guarded clause program is a set of guarded clauses, each of the following form: 

predicate( Vi,. . . , V,) :- Goal 

“predicate” i, the predicate name, and Vi,. . . , V, are distinct variables. There is 
only one clause per predicate definition. Declaratively, :- can be read as implica- 
tion. A goal is 

(1) an atom A, 

(2) a parenthesized goal (G), 

(3) a conjunction of goals G, A G,, 

(4) a disjunction of goals G, V G,, or 

(5) a guard set guard(G,IB,; . . . ;G,,,,IB,), where Gj and B; are goals. 
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In guard sets each G is called a guard and each B is called a body. Declaratively, 
it is. equivalent to ((G, A B,) V . . . v (GM A B,)). The predicate = /2 is reserved 
for equality. We ignore negation, for the moment. This language simplifies several 
things. There is a single clause per predicate, a program is closer to its completion 
(which should be the intended semantics), equality is made explicit, and the guard 
sets are more structured than in other languages (which is convenient when guard 
sets are optional). Pure PROLOG and a large subset of the parallel languages could 
be considered a shorthand for guarded clauses. Guarded clauses (like PROLOG 
clauses) are not actually clauses in the conventional terminology of logic. However, 
a GC program P can be transformed into a declaratively equivalent set of Horn 
clauses, denoted by HC( P), using the following algorithm. 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

For each clause, replace each guard set in the goal by the equivalent 
disjunction: 

For each clause, convert the goal into disjunctive normal form. 

Replace each clause of the form H:- G, V . . . V G, by the set of clauses 
{ H:- G,, . . . , H :- G, }. 

For each clause H :- G with equations L, = R,, . . . , L, = R, in the goal, if 

f(L 1,. . . , LN) unifies with f(R,, . . . , RN), then replace the clause by (H :- 
G,)8, where G, is G with the equations removed and 0 is the most general 
unifier; otherwise (the unification fails), delete the clause. 

The completion of a GC program P is simply the completion of HC( P). 

3. SLG TREES 

SLG trees are similar to SLD trees. Each node contains a goal with an outermost 
conjunct identified as being selected (for nonempty goals) plus a unique identifier. 
Each atom in the goal is tagged with a set of identifiers. 

Nodes with empty goals are called success nodes and have no children. 

If the selected conjunct is an equation, Ti = T2, and TI and T2 do not unify (for 
simplicity, we use syntactic equality), then the node has no children. 

If the selected conjunct is an equation, TI = T2, and TI and T2 unify with most 
general unifier 8, then there is one child node. It has the same goal and sets of 
tags as its palrent, except the equation conjunct is removed and the substitu- 
tion 6’ is applied to the rest of the goal. 

If the selected conjunct is any other atom, the node has one child. It has the same 
goal and sets of tags as its parent, except the selected atom is replaced by the 
goal of the clause matching the atom and the arguments of the atom are 
substituted for the variables occurring in the head of the clause. Variables only 
occurring in the goal of the clause are renamed, so they do not appear in the 
parent goal. The tags of the selected atom are inherited by all atoms from the 
clause goal. 

If the selected conjunct is a disjunction A V B, there are two children, one with 
the disjunction replaced by A and the other with the disjunction replaced by B. 
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If the selected conjunct is a guard set guard(G,]B,; . . _ ; G,]B,), then there are M 
children, with the guard set replaced by Gj A Bi, for 1 I i I M. The identifier 
of the node is added to the set of tags of all atoms in each G,. 

Note that we allow arbitrary coroutining between guards and bodies. Separating 
the execution of the guards makes an inductive definition of the success set more 
difficult. It also means that the computation rule must be unfair in general, so the 
characterization of the finite failure is not as simple. We don’t insist that only fair 
computation rules should be used. 

3. I. Commit 

The effect of the guard construct is given by committed SLG (CSLG) trees. These 
are SLG trees with some subtrees removed from below nodes at which guard sets 
are selected. The idea is that if a guard is completely solved, the other disjuncts in 
the guard set are discarded. A guard is completely solved when the goal no longer 
has any atoms tagged with the identifier of the node where the guard set was 
selected. 

If a node in a CSLG tree at which a guard set is selected has a subtree in which 
the guard is solved, the node must have only one child (all other subtrees are 
removed from the SLG tree). 

All other nodes have the same children as in the SLG tree. 

Note that only the choice point where the guard set is selected gets removed 
when a guard is completely solved. The execution of the guard may still be 
nondeterministic. In languages such as Concurrent PROLOG [14], Parlog [2], and 
Guarded Horn Clauses [17], guard sets are the only disjunctions, so there is at most 
one choice point left when commit is called. Parallel NU-PROLOG [lo] allows 
(don’t know) nondeterministic guards, but all alternatives are cut off. Thus GC 
would need to be extended to model Parallel NU-PROLOG programs with nonde- 
terministic guards. 

The definition above is appropriate for execution strategies which are arc-fair (no 
branch of the tree is neglected indefinitely). Without arc-fairness, more trees are 
possible. Specifically, a node at which a guard set is selected can have the same 
children as in the SLG tree if it has a child which is the root of an infinite subtree in 
which the guard is not solved. The execution might search the infinite subtree and 
neglect the guard which can succeed. 

3.2. SLG Resolution 

SLG resolution, for a goal G, is the search for a branch terminated by a success node 
(a success branch) in a CSLG tree with G at the root. Any one tree is searched. 

4. SUCCESS AND FINITE FAILURE FOR GROUND FORMULAS 

Our approach to the semantics follows [19]. The basic idea is to define the success 
and finite failure sets inductively, using the breadth first (BF) resolution strategy, in 
which all atoms are selected simultaneously. It is shown that this produces the same 
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success set and (assuming fairness) finite failure set as non-breadth-first rules. Since 
we allow arbitrary coroutining, this idea can be applied to guarded clauses also. 
Briefly, the children of a node in a BF tree are the same as the set of nodes in an 
SLG tree obtained by selecting every connective and atom in the goal. Committed 
trees can also be defined for BF resolution, though the rule for defining which 
subtrees are removed is slightly more complex. The BF trees for a GC program P 
have the same goals as the BF trees of [19] for HC( P), except that each atom H is 
replaced by G, where H :- G is an instance of a clause in P. This minor syntactic 
variation does not affect success or finite failure, so we will not give all the 
definitions and proofs of theorems here. 

Because of the nondeterminism inherent in the way subtrees are deleted from the 
SLG trees when more than one guard succeeds, we define two success sets and two 
finite failure sets. These correspond to atoms which (possibly succeed)/(finitely fail) 
and (definitely succeed)/(finitely fail). Reference [12] defines similar sets for possi- 
ble success and finite failure, but, partly because the execution of the guards is 
separated from the execution of the bodies, the definitions are not inductive. 

4.1. Possible Success Set 

We define the possible success set (PSS) as follows: 

PSS= UPS,, 
120 

where PS, is the set of ground formulas which have success branches of length I i 
in some committed BF tree. We use the symbol eq to denote syntactic equality. 
Then 

(A =B)EPS, if AeqB, 

(AAB)EPSiifAEPSiABEPS,, 

(A VB)EPS, if AEPSVBEPS,, 

A E PS, if A :- B is a ground clause instance and B E PS;_r, 

guard( G,]B,; . . . ;G,IB,) E PS, if 

((G,AB,)EPS;)V ... V((GNM&PSi). 

Because we are dealing with possible success here, guard sets are treated in the 
same way as disjunctions of conjunctions. Our definition of PSS is therefore 
essentially the same as the SLD success set definition for HC( P). Commitment 
need not be considered. Extending the theory from SLD resolution, we obtain: 

Theorem. If G is some ground formula, the following statements are equivalent: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 

G E PSS. 
There exists a committed BF tree for G with a success branch. 
There exists a CSLG tree for G with a success branch. 
The BF tree for G has a success branch. 
There exists an SLG tree for G with a success branch. 
All SLG trees for G have a success branch. 
G is a logical consequence of the program. 
G is true in the least Herbrand model of the program. 
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PROOF. The equivalence of (2) and (4) and the equivalence of (3) and (5) are trivial. 
The equivalence of (l), (4), (5), (6), (7), and (8) follows from the results for SLD 
resolution [19,7]. 0 

4.2. Definite Finite Failure Set 

We define the definite finite failure set (DFF) as follows: 

DFF= U DF,. 
I20 

Here 

A E DF, iff A @ DR,, where DR, is the set of ground formulas which are not 
finitely failed at depth i in some committed BF tree, 

A E DR, if A :- B is a ground clause instance, 

A =BEDR, if AeqB, 

A ABEDR, if(AEDR,)r\(BfDR,), 

AVBEDR, if(AEDR,)V(BEDR,), 

A E DR, if A :- B is a ground clause instance and B E DRj_l, 

guard(G,] B,; . . . ;G,IB,,,) E DR, if 

((G, A B,) E DR) v . . . V ((GN A Bn) E DR) 

The definition of DR is similar to that of PS. The difference is that DR, 
contains all formulas except false “equations”, whereas PS, contains only true 
equations. It is essentially the same as the SLD case for HC(P). The inductive 
definition derives from the BF execution method, which ensures AND fairness (no 
atom selection is postponed indefinitely). This simplifies the characterization of 
finite failure, though a formula in DFF may not finitely fail with an unfair 
computation rule. In the following example, p is such a formula (fail is a goal 
which always fails immediately, such as a = b): 

p :- guard( loop Ifail) 

loop :- loop 

Saraswat [I21 cannot assume fairness, because the guards must succeed before the 
bodies are called and his definition is not inductive (in fact, we believe it is 
wrong, partly due to a confusion between finite failure and ground finite failure 
(GFF)-see [5]). Extending the theory from SLD resolution, we obtain: 

Theorem. If G is some ground formula, the following statements are equivalent: 

(1) GE DFF. 

(2) All fair CSLG trees for G are finitely failed. 

(3) The BF tree for G is jinitely failed. 

(4) All fair SLG trees for G are finitely failed. 

(5) Some SLG tree for G is finitely failed. 

(6) ,G is a logical consequence of the completion of the program. 
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PROOF. The equivalence of (l), (3), (4), (5), and (6) comes directly from the SLD 

case [19,1,4]. (4) obviously implies (2). Suppose that (4) is false; there is a fair SLG 
tree with a success branch or an infinite branch. If it has a success branch, then a 
CSLG tree with the same success branch can easily be constructed, so (2) is false. If 
there is only an infinite branch, then a fair CSLG tree with an infinite branch can 
also be constructed. The only way commitment can eliminate an infinite branch is if 
a guard gets solved but the subsequent computation with the corresponding body 
finitely fails. This can be avoided by using a computation rule which does not solve 
the guard before the body (the computation is still fair). The computation then 
finitely fails before the guard is solved, so no commitment takes place. 0 

Note that for a given program and goal, it is possible that 

(1) for some computation rule all CSLG trees are finitely failed, 

(2) all committed BF trees are 

(3) all SLG trees are infinite. 

finitely failed, and 

The following program, with goal ?- p, is an example: 

p :- guard( 
true]q;- 
loop Iloop) 

q :- fail 
loop :- loop 

We use “true” as a shorthand for some true equation, such as a = a. With a 
breadth first rule, the first guard always commits, leading to finite failure. 

4.3. Dejinite Success Set 

The definite success set (DSS) is the set of ground formulas for which all CSLG trees 
have a successful derivation. The treatment of guards for DSS must assume the 
“worst case”. A guard set will definitely succeed if and only if the success of each 
guard implies the success of the corresponding body also, and at least one guard-body 
pair succeeds. This suggests the following definition. 

DSS = u DS, 
i>O 

The definition of DS, is the same as for PS,, except for the treatment of guards: 

guard(G,]B,; . . . ;G,(B,) E DS, if 

((G,AB,)EIx~v .- V(G,AB,)EIXJA 

(G, E PSS + (G, A B,) E DS,) A 

It is not possible to rely directly on the BF tree. Any restriction of the 
computation mechanism generally results in a larger definite success set. Also, a 
CSLG tree may be derived from an SLG tree of much greater depth. Thus we need 
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to rely on the previously defined PSS. This can be avoided if we assume a very strict 
form of fairness. The definition above assumes a weaker OR fairness: no guard 
execution is postponed indefinitely. Without OR fairness, the definition needs to be 
changed, so G, E PSS becomes Gj P DFF. Guards which don’t commit must finitely 
fail, rather than just not succeed. This may correspond more closely to some 
implementations and (as we shall see) simplify the theory, though the relationship 
between DSS and the CSLG trees is not as simple and the resulting language 
restricts programming style more. Consider the following examples: 

p :- guard( 
q]fail; 
trueltrue) 

q:-r 
r :- true 

Here p can fail with some computation mechanism. A strict form of OR fairness, 
such as breadth first, would ensure that the second guard would commit first, 
leading to success. Similarly, a breadth first computation rule (strict AND fairness) 
would also lead to success, since the first body would fail before q could succeed 
and commit. 

p :- guard( 
loop poop; 
true Itrue) 

loop :- loop 

Here p will definitely succeed if (and only if) we have some form of OR fairness. In 
fact p will be in DS,. Somewhat paradoxically, however, this is not true of the 
following program. Although the program can succeed in more ways and only needs 
fairness at some deep level of the computation, p is not in DS, for any finite i. It 
seems that limit ordinals must be considered in this definition with OR fairness. [13] 
gives a similar program which exhibits unbounded nondeterminism. 

p :- guard( 
true(true; 

truelp) 

A much more severe limitation of the definition of DSS given above is that it is 
generally wrong when variables are introduced. This can be avoided if a grounding 
substitution is applied whenever a clause is selected, as in [6]. However, this does 
not correspond to a practical implementation. Consider the following example: 

P :- q(X) 
q(X) :- guard( 

x = b]fail; 
X = a Itrue) 

Although q(a) must succeed, q(X) might not. Thus p does not definitely succeed, 
though it would be in DSS if the previously suggested definition were used. The 
phenomenon of a goal A sometimes failing even though At9 always succeeds does 
not occur with SLD resolution or with PSS. For our theoretical model to be useful, 
the treatment of DSS must be more complicated than our previous suggestion. 
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4.4. Possible Finite Failure Set 

The poksiblefinite failure set (PFF) is the set of ground formulas for which there is a 
finitely failed CSLG tree. We could treat guards the same way as with our previous 
definition of DSS. The comments regarding the BF tree and OR fairness apply to 
PFF also. The problems with variables are still present, however. Unlike in DFF 
and SLD resolution, a goal A might finitely fail even though A@ cannot. 

4.5. Relationships between the Sets 

The success and finite failure sets are related in the following way: 

DSS c PSS G DFF, 
-- 

DSS 5 PFF & DFF. 

5. SUCCESS AND FINITE FAILURE WITH VARIABLES 

For proving properties of programs, we need techniques for dealing with goals 
which contain variables. The results for SLD resolution hold for PSS and DFF but 
not for DSS or PFF. The simplest approach is to simply include nonground 
formulas in the sets. The success sets contain formulas which succeed (with some 
substitution), and the failure sets contain formulas which finitely fail. However, 
methods which ignore control aspects are not very useful in practice. Consider the 
standard merge procedure (which uses don’t care nondeterminism) and a procedure 
which calls it: 

merge(A, B, C) :- guard( 
A=[]]B=C; 
B = []]A = c; 
A = D.EImerge(E, B, F) A D.F= C; 
B = D.EImerge(A, E, F) A D.F= C) 

merge3( A, B, C, D) :- 
merge(A, B, E) A merge(E, C, D) 

In a practical language, we would like the following goal to definitely succeed 
(though not always with the same answer): 

? - merge3([1,2],[3,4],[5,6], X) 

With an unrestricted computation rule the second call to merge could bind X to 
[5,6] and the local variable, E, to [ 1, resulting in the first call to merge failing. Some 
form of control is vital for programs which use don’t care nondeterminism. The 
form of control which seems easiest to deal with in our theoretical framework is a 
simple system of modes. The merge procedures above have been written so as to 
accentuate the desired modes: variables in the last argument of each atom are 
output and all others are input. 

5. I. Modes 

We do not allow unrestricted use of variables in goals. It is assumed that each 
predicate (other than equality) has a fixed input-output mode. Whenever an atom is 
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selected, its input arguments are all ground and its output arguments are all 
uninstantiated. This can be extended to (acyclic) well modings of nonatomic 
formulas, by checking consistency of the modes and shared variables of the atoms 
(see [ll], for example). Once all the nonequations have been considered, the modes 
for equations must be determined. Modes for equations depend on the input-output 
status of individual variables, not whole arguments. For example, f( X, Y) = Z may 
have Z and X as input and Y as output, when called. Modes specify a partial order 
which can be used to sort conjunctions so that the producer of a variable always 
appears before the consumers of the variable. For simplicity we also assume that 
variables consumed in a guard are not produced in the corresponding body. There is 
little point in having the producer in the body, since it must be called before the 
guard terminates. 

In the rest of this paper we consider success and finite failure of well-moded 
formulas. Note that if an atom A (other than equality) is well moded, then any less 
general instance A8 is not well moded. This makes DSS and PFF better behaved. 
The form of moding we use is fairly strict and could easily be relaxed without losing 
any properties useful to us. For example, as long as a procedure does not construct 
any of its inputs, it could be called without them being ground, and a single 
argument could be partly input and partly output. [15] suggests a precise mode 
system which allows this. It is also possible to make the output modes less strict (as 
has been done in Parlog [3]), allowing multiple producers. There are several ways to 
do this. Consider the following example, where q has mode output: 

P :- q(X) A q(X) 
q(X) :- guard( 

X = a Itrue; 
X = @true) 

The first possibility is to treat this program as if p were defined as follows: 

p :- q(x) A q(Y) A x= Y. 

This definition results in the same definite success set in languages such as Concur- 
rent PROLOG, in which the decision to commit and the publication of bindings is 
not an atomic operation. If “eager commit” (where these two operations are done 
atomically) is used, p will definitely succeed with the first definition [13] but not 
with the second definition. In such cases, the definition we give is actually a subset 
of DSS. An alternative treatment is to nominate one of the calls the producer and 
make the other calls consumers: 

P :- q(X) * 44X) 

Here we assume that qc is defined in the same way as q, but it has mode input. In 
general, different choices of producer result in different definite success sets. 

The restriction imposed by modes seems reasonable for committed choice AND- 

parallel languages. When don’t care nondeterminism is involved, procedures are 
normally only useful when used in a single mode. Nearly all the proposed parallel 
logic programming languages have control information (implicit or explicit) to 
restrict the computation rule in this way. The control is also important for 
implementation reasons. Verifying that a procedure is only used in a particular 
mode is easy in a language such as Parlog, which has explicit mode declarations. In 
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languages such as Concurrent PROLOG and GHC, mode analysis is more difficult 
but still possible in many cases. 

For don’t know nondeterminism, such a strict mode system is undesirable. 
Ideally, we should not have to restrict the modes of procedures which do not use 
guards. For example, strict moding is not necessary in the nondeterministic subset 
of Parallel NU-PROLOG. 

5.2. Moded Possible Success Set 

The moded possible success set (MPSS) is the set of well-moded formulas which can 
succeed: 

A E MPSS if 38 A8 E PSS. 

5.3. Moded Dejinite Finite Failure Set 

The moded dejniteJinite failure set (MDFF) is the set of well-moded formulas which 
must finitely fail. This is more complex than for success-we can’t just say all 
instances finitely fail. This is similar to SLD resolution, where the FF and GFF sets 
generally differ [5]: 

A E MDFF if 3iVO Ad E DF, if A0 is ground. 

5.4. Moded Definite Success Set 

Even with modes defined it is very difficult to find a precise characterization of those 
formulas which definitely succeed. The moded definite success set (MDSS), which we 
now define, is generally a subset of these formulas, for reasons we will elaborate on: 

MDSS = u MDS;. 

Here 

(I) 

(2) 

A = B E MDS, if Youtput_vars A eq B [see note (l)], 

AP A BC E MDS, if A E MDS~ A (veAe E Pss -+ se, E MDS,) 

[see notes (2) (3)], 

AVBEMDS~~AEMDS~VBEMDS,, 

A E MDS, if H:- B is a clause, mgu( A, H) = B and B8 E MDS,_ i, 

guard(GPIB;; . . . ;G,$IBh) E MDS, if [see note (2)] 
((G, A B,) E MDS, v . . . v(GN A BN) E MDS,) A 

(G, E MPSS + (G, A B,) E MDS,) A [see note (4)] 

(G,,,, E MPSS + (G, A BN) E MDS,). 

Output_vars is the list of output variables of the (moded) equation. This 
assumes the output variables to be uninstantiated at the time of the call. 

The superscripts in AP A B’ indicate that no output of B is an input to A (A 
is the producer and B is the consumer). Since we only allow acyclic well 
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(3) 

(4) 

modings, all conjunctions can be handled by this rule by reordering the 
conjuncts. 

By 8, we mean the substitution 8 restricted to variables in A. The idea is that 
for each solution to A, B should succeed. If A and B have no shared 
variables, this implication simplifies to B E MDS,. If we know that A is 
complete (returns all solutions), then VB can be replaced by 38. As it is, the 
rule for conjunctions is generally too conservative. Cases in which A is not 
complete but may return several answers are very difficult to deal with 
precisely (see the example below). 

Without fairness, E MPSS should be changed to @ MDFF in the rule for 
guard sets, as before. 

In the program below, with q mode output, q is not complete, but it always 
returns X= b. Therefore, p is complete even though it is not in MD!%: 

p:-q(X)r\X=b 
q(X) :- guard( 

true(X=aVX=b; 
truelX=cVX=b) 

5.5. Moded Possible Finite Failure Set 

The moded possible jnite failure set (MPFF) is treated in a similar way to PFF and 
MDSS: 

MPFF = u MPF;, 
iz0 

A E MPF, iff A @ MPR,. 

MPR, is defined in the same way as MDS, except for the treatment of clauses for 
MPR, (which is similar to that for DR,) and a subtle difference in the way 
conjunction must be handled: E PSS must be changed to @ DFF: 

A E MPR, if A :- B is a clause instance, 

APA B’ E MPR, if A E MPRi A (VBA8 @ DFF + SO, E MPR,). 

The example below illustrates this. Assume q has mode output and r has mode 
input. Although q(X) cannot finitely fail and r(X) succeeds whenever q(X) 
succeeds, the conjunction may finitely fail (if q commits to the second guard): 

P :- q(X) * r(X) 
q(X) :- guard( 

true/X = a; 
true 1 X = b A loop) 

r(X):- X=a 
loop :- loop 

Rather than considering just successful executions of q, we must consider 
nonfailed executions. If we restrict ourselves to a left to right computation rule, this 
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is not necessary. With a left to right computation rule a conjunction cannot finitely 
fail if the first conjunct enters an infinite loop. 

6. PROVING PROPERTIES OF GC PROGRAMS 

Our approach to the semantics of programs using don’t care nondeterminism is the 
same as that for pure logic programs: we use the straightforward declarative 
semantics of the completion, which corresponds to PSS. Generally, a program will 
not compute all answers to all goals. Consider the following procedure for testing 
list membership. 

member( A, L) :- guard( 
L = A.T]true; 
L = H.T]member( A, T)) 

The program has the same declarative semantics as the standard PROLOG 
procedure. The main difference is the presence of the guard construct, which is 
necessary in most parallel logic programming languages. It is not immediately 
obvious that goals such as ?-member(a, a.6[ 1) may fail with this program. The 
second guard may succeed and commit; then the goal ?- member( a, b.[ 1) fails. Such 
a bug may be impossible to detect through testing alone in some implementations, 
due to the order in which the guards are attempted. Incompleteness such as this can 
lead to unsoundness when negation as failure is used. 

There is a need to develop methodologies for proving that, for a class of goals, a 
program will work in some desirable way. This could involve soundness, complete- 
ness, success, finite failure, termination, et cetera. Apart from soundness, which is 
obviously guaranteed, we consider three properties in this paper: 

(1) completeness-all solutions to a goal are found, 

(2) semicompleteness-if there are solutions to a goal, then at least one is found, 
and 

(3) failure soundness-if a goal finitely fails, then it has no solutions. 

In addition, we rely on a method of showing termination at some points. 
Termination is not dealt with explicitly here, but work such as [18] could be used. In 
our treatment of completeness there is no consideration of multiple proofs of a 
single goal. Thus a program P which is complete by our definition may still have 
fewer proofs using SLG resolution than using SLD resolution with HC(P). 

6. I. Completeness 

A formula G is complete if all its instances in PSS are also in DSS (we will only 
consider well-moded formulas). A procedure P is complete if the atom in the head 
of its clause is complete. All procedures in a program are complete if and only if 
PSS = DSS. The basic way incompleteness is introduced is with guard sets, which 
destroy a single choice point when a guard succeeds. A guard set is complete if, 
when a guard succeeds, all other guards which could succeed lead to the same set of 
answers. 
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Proposition. If all guard-body pairs G, A Bi are complete, guard( G,) B,; . . . ; G, ] BN) is 
complete if and only if 

Vinput_vars ‘dj Vk (G, E MPSS A G, E MPSS 

+ Voutput_vars( ( Gj A B,) E PSS ++ (G, A Bk) E PSS)), 

where the quantified variables range over ground terms. 

PROOF. If: When we commit to one G,IB,, all other guards Gk either could not 
possibly have succeeded (they are not in MPSS) or would have led to the same set of 
solutions (the instances in PSS and DSS have the same bindings for the output 
variables). Hence G, A B, has the same set of possible answers as the entire guard 
set. Since Gj A B, is complete and only one choice point is removed by commitment, 
all possible solutions are returned. 

Only if (contrapositive): If, for some input, two guards succeed but lead to 
different sets of solutions, then one guard-body pair, say k, is missing a solution 
which the other pair j has. Thus, if the computation commits to k, the guard set 

misses that solution. q 

For the purposes of proving completeness of programs, the following proposition 
is generally more useful. 

Proposition. If Oj, O,, and 0 are the output variables of Gj, G, and the whole 
guard set, respectively, and all guard-body pairs Gi A Bi are complete, then 

guard( G,] B,; . . . ; G,] BN) is complete if and only if 

Vinput_varsQj Qk (30jGj A 30,Gk -j VO ( Gj A Bj * G, A Bk)) (*) 

is true in the least Herbrand model of the program. 

PROOF. Follows from the previous proposition, the definition of MPSS, and the 
properties of PSS (specifically, truth in the least Herbrand model implies member- 
ship of PSS). 0 

Theorem. If all the guard sets (recursively) called by a procedure satisfy the condition 
( * ) above, the procedure is complete. 

PROOF. By induction on the number of guard sets called in a derivation, an instance 
of the procedure head will be in DSS if it is in PSS. q 

This completeness condition for procedures is sufficient but not necessary. We 
give a weaker condition later. [8] gives a completeness result for deterministic ALPS 
(a flat committed choice language which does not require strict modes). It is similar 
to P-PROLOG with only “exclusive guards” [20]. Our theorem gives an analogous 
result for GC: 

Corollary. If all guard sets are deterministic (have mutually exclusive guards), then all 
procedures in the program are complete. 

PROOF. For all distinct guards in all guard sets, 30j Gj A 30/,G, is false in all 
models, so our completeness condition is met. 0 
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Consider the modified member predicate below: 

member( A, L) :- guard( 
L = A.Tltrue; 
L = H.T A H f AImember(A, T)) 

Both arguments of member and # (inequality) are input arguments. This deter- 
mines the modes for the equations. We want to show that member is complete: 

gTL=A.Tr\YH,T(L=H.Tr\H#A) 

is unsatisfiable, so the completeness condition is met. 
We now give a weaker sufficient condition for completeness, based on semicom- 

pleteness (proving semicompleteness is discussed in the next section). Semicomplete 
procedures returns at least one solution if there are any solutions. Thus the “worst 
case” is similar to calling a complete procedure inside the once/l construct 
available in some PROLOG systems, which just returns the first answer to the call, 
if any. 

NU-PROLOG’s some/2 is a sound logical analogue of once, used for implement- 
ing existential quantifiers [9,16]. “some Vars Goal” restricts the scope of Vars to 
this construct and is equivalent to once(Goa1) if all the global (unquantified) 
variables are ground. Multiple answers to Goal result in the same answers being 
repeated at the higher level (repeated proofs), since only the bindings to local 
variables differ in the alternative answers. 

Proposition. If, in a clause H :- G, the goal has a semicomplete subgoal G, such that 
all output variables of G, are local to G,, then the set of instances of H in DSS is 
the same no matter how many correct answers are returned by G,. 

PROOF. The effect is the same a same/2: all the global (input) variables of G, are 
ground, and at least one answer is returned if there are any answers. Alternative 
bindings to local variables cannot affect the rest of the computation. 0 

Thus, the answers returned by H are the same as if G, were complete (though the 
amount of computation may be greatly reduced). 

Theorem. If all the guard sets (recursively) called by a procedure satisfy the condition 
( * ) above or are only called within semicomplete formulas with all output variables 
local, the procedure is complete. 

PROOF. By induction on the number of guard sets and procedures containing 
semicomplete formulas called in a derivation, an instance of the procedure head will 
be in DSS if it is in PSS. 0 

Consider the example below, where split/4 is a semicomplete procedure for 
splitting a list at an element (both input) to obtain the preceding elements and the 
subsequent elements (both output). Member (with both arguments input) is com- 
plete, since the output variables of split are local to the call to split. Split returning 
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several answers corresponds to E occurring in the list several times, and member 
succeeding with the same answer several times: 

member( E, List) :- 
split(List, E, Prec, Subs). 

6.2. Semicompleteness and Failure Soundness 

A (well-moded) formula G is semicomplete if all its instances in MPSS are also in 
MDSS. A procedure P is semicomplete if the atom in the head of its clause is 
semicomplete. A formula G is failure-sound if none of its instances in MPFF are 
also in MPSS. A procedure P is failure-sound if the atom in the head of its clause is 
failure sound. All procedures in a program are failure-sound if and only if 

~ ___ 
MDSS c MPSS c MPFF c MDFF. 

All procedures in a program are semicomplete if and only if 
~ ___ 

MDSS = MPSS c MPFF c MDFF. 

These are both nice properties, from a practical as well as theoretical viewpoint. 
There is a common misconception that if all subgoals are part of guards (the 

bodies are simply true), then semicompleteness is guaranteed. [3] gives an even 
weaker condition. The reasoning is that it is impossible to choose a “wrong” guard, 
since if a guard commits, the procedure must succeed. However, a failure may be 
caused elsewhere in the computation. In the following example, ab (mode output) 
may bind X to b, causing a and therefore p to fail: 

p :- guard(ab( X) A a( X)(true) 
ab( X) :- guard( 

X = bitrue; 
X = a Jtrue) 

a ( X) :- guard( X = a [true) 

The inductive definitions of sets we have given lead naturally to inductive proofs 
of such properties as semicompleteness. We provide a methodology for proving all 
procedures in a program are failure-sound. This may require termination proofs of 
some parts of the program. If the rest of the program can be shown to terminate 
also, this constitutes a proof of semicompleteness for all procedures. 

Each formula G is assigned a nonfailure condition NF(G). To prove failure 
soundness, the condition for atoms is that the atom has at least one (possible) 
solution. This provides the basis, and we give rules to define nonfailure conditions 
of more complex formulas. For all formulas G, our scheme constructs a proof by 
induction that NF(G) implies that G is in MPR,, for all i. More formally, if 
NF(G)B is true in the least Herbrand model of the program, then GB 4 MPFF, 
where B is a grounding substitution for all free variables in NF(G) (which are the 
input variables of G). We use the following notation for this: NF(G) + G $ MPFF. 
The induction proof needs several lemmas, which depend on the program and NF 
conditions. As with completeness, it is sufficient to have truth in the least Herbrand 
model, but all models could be used in practice. The lemmas could be proved 
manually or by an automatic theorem prover. 
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We now define NF conditions and discuss their relationship with the treatment of 

connectives in MPR,. 

Dejinition. If A is an atomic formula and output_vars are its output variables, then 

NF( A) = 3output_vars A. 

Proposition. NF(A = B) + (A = B) E MPR for all i. 

PROOF. This follows from the definition of MPRi. 0 

It is possible to use weaker NF conditions for user-defined predicates. In this 
case our method still results in a proof that NF(A) implies A does not fail, but this 
is weaker than failure soundness. 

The simplest connective to deal with is disjunction. If NF( A) and NF(B) are 
sufficient conditions for A and B not failing, respectively, then NF( A) V NF( B) is a 
sufficient condition for A V B not failing: 

DeJinition. NF( A V B) = NF( A) V NF( B). 

Proposition. Zf NF(A) + A E MPR and NF( B) + B E MPR then NF((A V B)) 
+ (A v B) E MPR. 

PROOF. This follows from the definition of MPR,. 0 

The following gives the NF condition for a conjunction AP A B’ (where the 
superscripts indicate modes, as before). This rule is sufficient for any acyclic well 
moding. For reasons we outlined in Section 5.5, we must also assume that A 
terminates (or at least does not commit after an “incorrect” binding). If A is known 
to be complete, then 3 can be used instead of V. 

Dejkition. NF(AP A BC) = NF(A) A (tloutput-vars A + NF( B)) 

Proposition. Zf NF(A) + A E MPR and NF( B) -+ B E MPR and A always termi- 
nates, then NF(( A A B)) + (A A B) E MPR. 

PROOF. This follows from the definition of MPR; and the properties of PSS. 0 

Definition. Assuming the same producer-consumer relationships as previously and 
that Oj is the set of output variables of Gj, 

NF(guard( G,(B,; . . . ; G,I B,)) = 

(NF( G, A B,) V . . . V NF( G, A BN)) A 

((WG,) + NF(G A 4)) A 
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Proposition. If NF(Gj) + Gj E MPR and NF( Bj) + Bj E MPR for j = 1,2,. . . , N, 
then NF(guard(G,I B,; . . . ; G,( BN)) + guard( Gr] B,; . . . ; G,J BN) E MPR (without 
fairness, we must also assume that the guards terminate). 

PROOF. This follows from the definitions of MPRi and MPSS and the properties of 
PSS. 0 

Proposition. If, for all atoms A in a formula G, NF( A) + A E MPR, then NF(G) + 
G E MPR.. 

PROOF. Use the previous propositions and induction on the number of connectives 
inG. 0 

The next theorem shows how we can construct a proof of failure soundness, given 
proofs of lemmas associated with each predicate in the program. Thus, if we prove 
all these lemmas, we know every procedure in the program is failure-sound. 

Theorem. If we prove the set of lemmas NF( H) + NF(G), for each procedure H :- G 
in the program, we can construct a proof that NF(G) + G B MPFF for each 
formula G. 

PROOF. We show how to construct a proof by induction on i that for all formulas 
G, NF(G) implies that G is in MPR, for all i. 

Equations are dealt with by the proposition given earlier. 
The base case, i = 0, is true for all nonequations. We must prove that the 

induction hypotheses 

IH: VG (NF( G) --) G E MPR) 

implies 

VG (NF(G) --, G E MPR+J, 

where G is a (well-moded) formula. 
Assuming the lemmas NF(Head) + NF(Goal) for each predicate definition, the 

proof is as follows: 

V clauses of the form “H :- C ” (NF( H) --, NF( C)) 

(using the induction hypothesis) 

+VclausesH:-C(NF(H)+CEMPR) 

(using the definition of MPRi) 

+ V clauses H :- C (NF( H) -+ H E MPR,,) 

(using the proposition for equations) 

-+ V atoms H (NF( H) -+ HE MPR+r) 

(using the proposition lifting from atoms to formulas) 

--, V formulas G (NF(G) -+ GE MPR,,). 

Thus, given proofs of the lemmas, we can construct a proof by induction that for 
all formulas G, NF(G) implies that G is in MPR, for all i, and hence G 4 MPFF. 
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6.3. Example 

A common use of don’t care nondeterminism is the merge procedure, defined 
previously. Because merge is not complete, it is not clear under what conditions 
merge and merge3 will succeed. We assume the last argument of each predicate is 
the only output argument and outline the proof that both procedures are semicom- 
plete. We first outline a proof of the lemma required for merge3, then merge. 

VA,B,C(NF(merge3(A,B,C,D))+ 

NF(merge(A, B, E) A merge(E,C, D))), 

++VA,B,C(3Dmerge3(A,B,C,D)+ 

NF(merge(A, B, E)) A 

VEmerge(A, B, E) + NF(merge(E, C, D))), 

-VA,B,C(3D,Emerge(A,B,E)Amerge(E,C,D)-+ 

3Emerge(A, B, E) A 

VEmerge(A, B, E) +3Dmerge(E,C, D)), 

t, VA, B, C (30, E merge(A, B, E) A merge( E, C, D)) + 

VE merge( A, B, E) + 3Dmerge( E, C, D)), 

+, VA, B, C, E(3D1, Elmerge(A, B, El) A merge(E1, C, Dl) A merge(A, B, E) 

-+ 3D&erge(E,C, 0)). 

This implication can be proved using the logical definition of merge (treating the 
guard set as disjunction). The crux is to show (by induction, for example) that if the 
first two arguments of merge are lists, then there is a solution and, in all solutions, 
the third argument is a list. If either one of C or E is not a list, then it can be shown 
that the other one must be [] if the left hand side of the implication is true, and 
hence the right hand side is true. We can show that merge terminates by noting that 
the sum of the sizes of the input arguments decreases with each level of recursion. 

VA, B (NF(merge( A, B, C)) --, 

NF(guard( A = [ ] 1 B = C; 

B = [ ]!A = C; 

A = D. E(merge( E, B, F) A D. F = C; 

B=D.Elrnerge(A,E,F)~\.F=c))) 

-VA,B(3Cmerge(A,B,C)--+ 

(NF(A=[]AB=c)vNF(B=[]AA=C)V 

NF(A=D.Er\merge(E,B,F)AD.F=C)V 

NF(B=D.EAmerge(A,E,F)AD.F=C))A 

(A=[]+NF(A=[]AB=~))A 

(B=[]-,NF(B=[]AA=c))A 

(30, EA = D. E -+ NF(A = D. E A merge( E, B, F) A D. F = C)) A 

(!lD,EB=D.E+NF(B=D.EAmerge(A,E,F)AD.F=C))). 
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Simplifying, 

NF(A=[]r\B=C) 

-A=[]A(A=[]+XB=C) 

-A=[]. 

Simplifying, 

NF(A = D.E A merge(E, B, F) A D.F= C) 

- 30, EA = D.E A (VD, EA = D.E -+ 3Fmerge(E, B, F)) A 3CD.F= C 

++ 30, E, FA = D.E A merge(E, B, F). 

So we obtain 

-VA,B(Kmerge(A,B,C)+ 

(A=[]vB=[]v 

(30, E, FA = D.E A merge( E, B, F)) v 

(30, E, FB = D.E A merge( A, E, F)) A 

(A=[]-+A=[])A 

(B=[]+B=[])A 

(30, EA = D.E + (30, E, FA = D.E A merge(E, B, F))) A 

(30, EB = D. E + (30, E, FB = D. E A merge( A, E, F)))). 

The first conjunct on the RHS is implied by the LHS, by the logical definition of 
merge; hence 

* VA, B (3C merge( A, B, C) --) 

(30, EA = D. E + 3Fmerge( E, B, F)) A 

(30, EB = D.E + 3Fmerge(A, E, F))) 

-VB, D, E (YCmerge(D.E, B,C) + 3Fmerge(E, B, I;)) 

AVB, D, E (Xmerge(A, D.E,C) -+ !lFmerge(A, E, F)). 

These two implications can be proved from the logical definition of merge, using 
induction on the “length” of E. 

Thus we know that an induction proof of the failure soundness of merge and 
merge3 can be constructed. Since merge and hence merge3 always terminate, they 
are also semicomplete. 

As can be seen, there is quite a lot of fairly simple syntactic manipulation, 
equation handling, etc. It would be feasible to automate this. The key parts of the 
proof need induction to prove various properties of merge. These need a much more 
sophisticated theorem prover and/or human intervention. These parts of the proof 
will become more complex with larger programs also. 
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One way of reducing this complexity is for the user to supply some NF 
conditions. For example, those below could be used for the merge3 program: 

NF(merge( A, B, C)) = list(A) A list(B), 

NF(merge3( A, B, C, D)) = list(A) A list(B) A list(C) _ 

These result in a simpler proof, which is adequate if some type analysis is done to 
ensure that merge3 is only called with lists in the first three arguments. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

Guarded Clauses has the main features of both sequential and parallel PROLOGs. 
We have given operational semantics, in terms of CSLG trees, and declarative 
semantics, in terms of inductively defined sets. Possible success and definite finite 
failure are essentially the same as in SLD resolution. Definite success and possible 
finite failure are rather more complex. We have explored how they vary depending 
on AND fairness and OR fairness. The treatment of variables for DSS and PFF must 
also be more complex: it is not sufficient to just consider the ground case. We have 
found it necessary to introduce fixed input-output modes. Nonstrict modings can 
make our inductive definitions inaccurate. They can also be made inaccurate by 
procedures which return more than one answer to a call, but not all answers. 

The main application of the theoretical model which we have pursued is that of 
proving properties of parallel logic programs. The fact that the sets are defined 
inductively makes this possible. Completeness and semicompleteness are very im- 
portant in their own right, and failure soundness gives a basis for proving correct- 
ness of programs which use negation as failure. The general approach also seems 
useful for handling other constructs which exhibit don’t care nondeterminism, such 
as once and cut. Finally, greater theoretical understanding is useful for language 
design and programming methodology. It can give insights into the consequences of 
various choices, for example, concerning fairness, the commitment operator, and 
modes. 

I would like to thank Michael Maher and Rodney Topor for some useful discussions and comments on a 
draft of this paper. 
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